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I. INTRODUCTION

Fiber-reinforced composites are attractive aerospace materials

for their improved strength-to-weight ratio, wear and corrosion

resistance, thermal and acoustical insulation, fatigue life, and other

desirable properties. Unlike metallic materials, composites are

generally inhomogeneous, anisotropic, and multilayered. Thus, the

fracture mechanisms of composites are much more complex to model

and predict. Especially for space applications, the material property

and performance requirements are considerably more stringent

compared to other non-space usages. However, a damage-tolerant

designed composite structure can be attained by quantitative

nondestructive evaluation (NDE) techniques on preexisting flaws. For

this approach, it is essential to determine detection limits and

probability of detection (POD)l-2 of selected NDE techniques to ensure

proper detection of critical defects.

Ultrasonic techniques 3-4 are the most commonly used NDE

methods for detecting and characterizing defects in conventional

materials, such as metals, and advanced materials, such as fiber-

reinforced composites. Numerous research efforts have been

conducted concerning various technical approaches for the detection

of defects in composites. Delamination is one of the critical defects in

composite materials and structures. The ultrasonic C-scan imaging

technique 5-9, which maps out the acoustic impedance mismatched

areas with respect to the sample coordinates, is particularly well

suited for detecting and characterizing delaminations in composites.

However, to properly interpret the ultrasonic C-scan results, it is

necessary to correlate the indications with the detection limits and

POD of the ultrasonic C-scan imaging technique.

For example, NASA Far Ultraviolet Spectroscopic Explorer

(FUSE), Earth Observing System (EOS), and other space flight projects

use composites as structural members for the spacecraft and

instrument platforms. The baseline information on the assessment of

POD of delaminations in composite materials and structures is very

beneficial to the evaluation of spacecraft materials according to

inspection requirements and fracture control plans for these projects.

In this study, we review the background and principle of POD,

describe the laboratory setup and test procedure, and present the

results of the experiments, as well as assessment of POD of

delaminations in fiber-reinforced composite panels using ultrasonic

C-scan techniques.



II. GENERAL BACKGROUND ON POD

The POD for a given NDE process involves three factors:
(a) System parameters: instrumentation, probes, calibration,

sensitivity, inspection procedure, operator, etc.
(b) Material parameters: microstructure, surface finish, etc.
(c) Defect parameters: location, orientation, type, size, shape,

composition, etc.

For example, in ultrasonic C-scan inspection of a flat composite
panel, the use of a pulser/receiver with specific setup parameters, a
transducer of a given diameter and frequency, calibration sensitivity,
mechanical scanning parameters, a designated inspector, and the
inspection of certain defects, etc., must be considered in this specific
NDE technique. The POD for a particular inspection process is defined
when the inspection system, material, and defect parameters are
specified.

POD can be used in two ways. One is to determine the

detection limits of a specific NDE technique for a specific type of

defect in a material and structure. The other is to optimize the

inspection parameters of the system for the effective and efficient

NDE inspection. A typical mean POD curve of an inspection process is

shown in Figure 1. The mean POD is about 90%; i.e., on average, 90%
of defects of a considered size will be detected. Note that this is not

the same as stating that an individual defect of that size will be

detected 90% of the time it is inspected. A specific defect may have

higher or lower POD than the mean value, depending on its

characteristics. The monotonic increase in POD with increasing flaw

size is found for almost all inspection techniques and corresponds

well with physical reality.

Ideally, in order to determine POD, we should measure what

proportion of flaws is actually detected from the potentially infinite

population of flaws of a given type. In reality, at best, we can expect

to have available only a relatively small sample of these flaws to

represent the population and the distribution of defects for POD

study. Statistical analysis can then be applied to the data base

obtained from an inspection of the defect sample to estimate the true

capability of the NDE technique. Two sources generally are used to

create the desired sampling base: (a) Detected natural defects - this

requires collection of defective hardware. However, in most
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Figure 1. Typical POD Curve of an NDE Inspection

cases, a limited number of flaws exists, but the actual hardware is

very costly; (b) Simulated defect specimens simulated defects are

generated on smaller specimens, having a wide range of flaw

parameters considered to be a close representation of the actual

distribution in the natural population.

In both approaches, a referee technique of higher fundamental

sensitivity than the inspection technique being evaluated must be

found. Because the sampling base for determining POD should

consist of both detectable and undetectable defects for the NDE

technique used. The use of a more sensitive inspection method is

necessary to detect and establish the existence of the defects not

found by the inspection process. For example, a high-power optical

microscope is frequently used as a referee technique for surface

flaws. In some cases, both nondestructive and destructive

evaluations will be necessary to establish the total sample

characteristics.
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Since the determination of POD is based on results of inspection
on the sampling defect base, it is crucial that the sampling base
adequately represents the true distribution and population of
defects, as well as satisfies the statistical analysis requirements. An
example of a probability distribution of a defect population is shown
in Figure 2. The typical defect distribution is Gaussian.

There are many parameters associated with any given type of

defect. Thus, more than one distribution of characteristics is likely

to be involved. For example, for delaminations in composites, there

will be distribution of a range of delamination sizes, and for each

size, a distribution of delamination shapes, depths, and locations.

However, usually only the more obvious parameter can be

adequately represented in selecting a sampling base. The influence

of other defect parameters, together with the effects of the selected

inspection process, will become apparent in the differences in

detectability exhibited by various flaws of equal size.

Statistical requirements concern both the total number of

samples and their distribution. In general, a sample size of at least

40-50 flaws is desirable in order to produce a reasonably smooth

pattern or behavior for the POD curve, and to provide a reasonably
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Figure 2. An Example of Defect Distribution
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narrow confidence band for the calculated POD estimates. It is also
desirable to ensure that the sample contains flaws of sizes that are
below, roughly equal to, and above the 50% mean POD size. We also
should consider the flaws to represent a random sample of the
population, from a statistical point of view.

Furthermore, we implicitly assume that the population is well-
behaved in terms of conformance to a standard distribution. We
may then use the behavior of the sample to predict the behavior of
the population. Thus we equate the proportion of flaws detected in
the sample to the best estimate of the mean POD for the population.
However, we acknowledge that from a similar but nonidentical
sample we should expect to get a slightly different answer. The
statistical approach allows us to estimate how confident we are that
any individual best estimate correctly represents the population.

After all the samples are inspected, the chosen statistical
method is applied to analyze the data and determine the POD.
Typically, either binomial distribution statistics or a regression
method is used. Much effort is being devoted to developing new and
improved statistical procedures to provide the closest approximation
of the "true" POD with the minimum number of samples.

For a given NDE inspection procedure, the detection limit, aNDE,

is generally defined by a high detection probability and a high

confidence level. This is used for life management purposes since it

provides a single defect size estimate that can be used in fracture

mechanics calculations as the initial defect size. The ideal POD curve

is a unit step function at the critical defect size, as shown in Figure 3,

which means that the NDE technique used will detect all the defects

equal to or greater than the critical defect size and will not detect
defects smaller than the critical defect size.

Generally, for any NDE inspection relative to a desired detection

threshold such as aNDE, there will be two types of error associated

with the inspection process: (a) Type I error: failure to give a positive

indication when the defect size is greater than aNDE , i.e., missed calls;

and (b) Type II error: giving a positive indication when the defect

size is smaller than aNDE, i.e., false calls. For safety reasons, Type I

errors, missed calls, are of primary concern. However, for program

cost management, Type II errors, false calls, are equally important.

Type I and Type II errors are inherent to an inspection process and

can only be improved with redundant inspections.
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We should note that once the NDE technique and test procedure

have been established, even though the specific POD curve has not

necessarily been determined, the POD inherent in this particular NDE

technique for inspection of the defined defects is already set. All the

laboratory experiments, and the mathematical and statistical

analyses applied to the technique are to determine the POD but not

to improve the POD of the inspection. Also, the characteristics of

each NDE inspection are different. It is necessary to consider all the

factors for the choice of a particular method for a specific type of

material and defect. Conversely, POD must be remeasured for each

new combination of material, defect, and inspection parameters.

Technically, a desirable inspection goal would be to choose an

NDE procedure that has a detection limit slightly smaller than the

critical inspection sizes. However, for an unknown defect, unless

extensive experimental studies are performed to qualify a specific

NDE method, the selection of the inspection technique for this defect

can only be based on past experience of inspecting similar defect and

material parameters.
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III. ULTRASONIC C-SCAN IMAGING TECHNIQUE

Ultrasonic C-scan imaging is a well-established NDE technique
for inspecting defects in various materials, including metals and
composites. An ultrasonic C-scan system consists of three major
components: ultrasonic instrumentation, a mechanical scanner, and a
system controller. An ultrasonic pulser/receiver is used to excite
and receive signals from a transducer. The transducer converts the
electrical pulses into mechanical waves that propagate into the
specimen. The mechanical scanner is an assembly of an X-Y scanning
bridge, an immersion tank, and an associated transducer and sample
fixture. A computer is generally used as the system controller for
data acquisition, signal processing and image presentation.

For immersion C-scan tests, an immersion ultrasonic transducer
traverses with a raster scanning pattern across the test specimen,
which is positioned in a water tank. A stepless timing gate is
imposed on the received ultrasonic RF signal from the specimen for
comparison and analysis. The gated peak-detected ultrasonic signal
amplitude is coordinated with each X-Y position scanned and used to
generate the ultrasonic C-scan image: a false color, grayscale, or
pseudo 3-D line drawing image. The block diagram of a typical
ultrasonic C-scan imaging configuration is shown in Figure 4.

Signal/Data ]-_Processing

C-scan

Image

Computerized
Data Acquisition

System

Gated Peak Detector

Waveform Digitizer

Signal
Response

Ultrasonic [

Pulser/Receiver 1_

Control _l
.._ r I Mechanical

_Position [ Drivers

X-Y Scanner

Specimen

Transducer

Figure 4. Block Diagram of an Ultrasonic C-scan Imaging System
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The accuracy, sensitivity, and detectability of a system depend
on the system components. The C-scan system used for our specific
experiments is an off-the-shelf Physical Acoustics Corporation
Ultrapac I ultrasonic imaging system. The system consists of a 30-
MHz bandwidth Accu-Tron Inc. pulser/receiver, a 18.5" x 18.5" x 12"
acrylic scanning tank, and a PC-XT compatible computer as the
system controller. A data acquisition software package is provided
with the system for instrument control, data acquisition, and image
presentation. Except for the ultrasonic instrument, the mechanical
scanner, the signal digitizer, and the time gate parameters can be set
by the software. In the experiments, the time gate was positioned at
the bottom of the tank. In this position, the pulse has travelled twice
through the composite specimen. Redundant ultrasonic scans are
done on each of the front and back sides of the four specimens. A
total of 16 ultrasonic scans have been performed on four panels.

IV. COMPOSITE DELAMINATION SPECIMENS

To provide an adequate amount of data points for POD

analyses, two sets of composite delamination panels were designed

and fabricated. The FUSE project is a current GSFC in-house flight

project and is the intended application for this POD study. This POD

study effort will be used to ensure the integrity and quality

assurance of FUSE composite structures. The design of the

delamination specimens is thus based on the FUSE composite system.

The test pieces were 16-ply thick, 10" by 10" square composite

panels. The fiber and resin used in this composite system were T-

300/934 with [+30/0/-30/9012s lay-up order.

The delaminations were 16 circular Teflon inserts ranging from

1/16" to 1" in diameter in 1/16" increment for each composite

specimen. The inserts were placed 2" from the edge and from each

other. One set of delamination inserts was placed between the 8th

and 9th ply on one composite panel. Another set of delamination

inserts was alternately placed between the 4th and 5th, and the 12th

and 13th plies on one panel. Let us refer delaminations between the

8th and 9th ply panels as Specimen 89 and delaminations between

the 4th and 5th and between the 12th and 13th ply panels as

Specimen 45. There are two composite panels each for Specimen 89

and Specimen 45. The sketch of these test delamination panels is

shown in Figure 5.
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Since ultrasonic scans were performed on the front and back
sides of each of the four specimens, there are a total of 8 data points
for each size of delaminations for Specimen 89 and 8 data points for

Specimen 45. The two different depths of inserts in the Specimen
45 provide an additional variable in ultrasonic amplitude variations.
The results of ultrasonic C-scans and POD analyses will be presented
in the next section.
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V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND POD ANALYSIS

(a) Ultrasonic C-scan

The generation of an ultrasonic C-scan image is based on the

detected ultrasonic signal amplitude with respect to the transducer

position on the specimen. With proper inversion algorithms,

ultrasonic image can be correlated with the physical dimension of the

object under investigation. However, the development of the exact

inversion function depends on the complete solution of wave

propagation and interaction with the object, and cannot easily be

obtained. For a first order approximation, it is assumed that the size

of the ultrasonic image is directly proportional to the physical size of

the delamination.

All of the images obtained on the delamination in composites

exhibit similar features. For the grayscale display of ultrasonic

images, the grayscale represents descending ultrasonic amplitude

received. The received ultrasonic signal will be strongest, i.e., white,

when there is no obstruction of the wave path. The received

ultrasonic signal will be the weakest, i.e., black, when the wave was

deflected by the delamination. A typical ultrasonic C-scan image is

shown in Figure 6. The specific image is for one of the two

specimens with 1/16", 3/16", 3/8", 1/2", 9/16", 11/16", 7/8" and 1"
diameter delaminations embeded between the 4th and 5th ply, and

1/8", 1/4", 5/16", 7/16", 5/8", 3/4" 13/16" and 15/16" diameter

delaminations embeded between the 12th and 13th ply.

As can be easily seen visually, the standard ultrasonic C-scan

technique can reliably detect delaminations down to 1/8" diameter
in size or smaller. Other ultrasonic indications scattered in the image,

outside the intended insert areas, were caused by surface wrinkles

which were induced by imperfections of fabrication processes. The

nonuniform structure of the surface reflects the ultrasonic energy

away from the transducer and reduces the receiving ultrasonic

amplitude. These ultrasonic indications correlate well with the actual

panel surface geometry. Although qualitative statements can be

made on the detectability of the delaminations and detection limits

of the specific ultrasonic C-scan technique used, it is necessary to

develop algorithms and perform statistical analyses on the detected

ultrasonic images to obtain quantitative POD curves for the

technique.

10
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(b) Determination of POD

The diameter of the delamination is selected as the defect

parameter for this POD analysis. For a given measuring technique,

the measured size (the diameter of the delamination image), if, is a

function of actual size, a, i.e. _= Rf(a). R is a random variable

representing all the variabilities in the inspection process. If f(a)is

linear [f(a) = a0 + al a] and R=I, all data points (a, _) should follow a

straight line with the offset a0 and slope al. A 45-degree straight

line through (0,0) represents direct measurements of defects with

the reference measuring technique. The measured defect sizes are

normally plotted against actual defect sizes for assessment of Rf(a).

Plots for the t_ versus a for Specimen 89 and Specimen 45 are shown

in Figure 7 and Figure 8, respectively.

11
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In practice, a threshold value, denoted by _, is often specified

such that a specimen or structural component is rejected if the

detected delamination size _ is larger than the threshold value ti.

The POD curve, denoted by POD(ci), is the probability that the

detected delamination size is greater than the threshold value. With

the mathematical analysis, POD(ci) can be expressed as

POD(_) = • [ (o_ +131nu,,- In _)/s ].

Where oc and 13 are the parameters obtained from linear regression of

the data, • is the standardized normal distribution function, and s is

the standard deviation of the measurements. Parameters o_, 13, and s

for Specimen 89 and Specimen 45 were calculated and listed in

Table 1. With these parameters, a family of POD curves then can be

calculated as a function of the threshold value ci.
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Figure 9 is the plot of the 90/95 POD curve as a function of

threshold level for Specimen 89, and Figure 10 is the plot for

Specimen 45. As can be seen from the figures, ultrasonic C-scan

imaging is very sensitive to delamination defects in composite

materials. A 95% confidence level is established by using the 95

percentile of a chi-square distribution in the POD calculation. A 90%

detectability and 95% confidence level (90/95) POD has been used

extensively in the industry. A 90/95 POD is approximately 5/32" in

diameter for Specimen 89 and 3/16" in diameter for Specimen 45.

Table 1. Parameter Values for Delamination Data Sets

Delamination Location a _ s

Specimen 89 0.067 1.03 0.146

Specimen 45 0.122 1.16 0.179
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VI. CONCLUSIONS

In conclusion, we have designed and fabricated composite

delamination specimens, performed ultrasonic C-scan tests, and

developed algorithms and analyzed POD. Based on the experimental

results and POD analyses, a few remarks can be made concerning the

ultrasonic C-scan imaging inspection of delaminations in composites:

(a) As can be seen from Figure 6, ultrasonic C-scan imaging

technique is an excellent N-DE technique for the detection of

delaminations in composite panels.

(b) The bandwidth, the defect-size span of a given POD curve, is a

measure of the detection uncertainty. The larger the

bandwidth of the POD curve, the larger the Type I and Type II

errors. All POD curves obtained have relatively small

bandwidths, which imply that ultrasonic C-scan is a viable NDE

technique.

(c) Based on ultrasonic C-scan images, the sensitivity of standard

ultrasonic C-scan imaging for detecting delamination is

estimated to be approximately 1/16" in diameter or smaller

with 90/95 POD of 3/16" in diameter or larger.

(d) The sensitivity of the ultrasonic C-scan imaging technique can

be improved with improved instrumentation such as higher

operating frequency, focused transducer, and increased

mechanical precision.
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